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Question 1

(10 Marks)

(a) An ideal diode blocks the flow of current in the direction opposite that of the diodes
arrow symbol. It can be used to make a half wave rectifier as shown in Fig. 1. For
the ideal diode, the voltage VL across the load RL is given by
ifVs>0.7
if Vs ::; 0.7

(6)

(1)

Suppose the supply voltage is

(2)

Diode

Figure 1: Ideal diode circuit
where time t is in seconds. Plot the voltage VL versus t and Vs versus t for 0 ::; t ::;
lOs.

(b) Create a vector of 1000 random numbers from a Normal distribution with mean
2 and standard deviation 5. After you generate the vector, verify that the sample
mean and standard deviation of the vector are close to 2 and 5 respectively.

(4)

Question 2 (20 Marks)
The electric potential field V at a point, due to two charged particles, is given in (3).

(3)
where qI and q2 are the charges of the particles in coulombs (C), r1 and r2 are the
distances of the charges from the point (in meters) and Eo is the permittivity of free space,
2 x lO-lOC
whose value is Eo = 8.854 X 1O-12C2j(Nm 2 ). Suppose the charges are ql
and q2
4 x lO-lOC. Their respective locations in the xy plane are (0.3, 0) and (-0.3,
0) m. Plot the electric potential field on a three-dimensional surface plot with V plotted
on the z-axis over the ranges -0.25 ::; x ::; 0.25m and -0.25 ::; y ::; 0.25m. Create the
plot in two ways:
(a) by using the surf function and
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(10)

(b) by using the meshc function

(10)

Question 3 (10 Marks)
Consider the following system of linear equations. This system can be expressed in the
form Ax = b.
7x + 9y  9z = 22
3x +2y  4z 12
x+ 5y - z =-2

(a) Compute the ranks of A and [A b].

(2)

(b) Based on the result from part (a) above propose a method to solve the above system
of linear equations to determine at least one solution if it can be found.

(8)

Question 4 (20 Marks)
A certain electric circuit has a resistor and a capacitor. The capacitor is initially charged
to lOOV. When the power supply is detached, the capacitor voltage decays with time as
the following data table shows.

Time(s) : Voltage(V)

I

0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

I

100
62
38
21
13
7

4
2
3

I

(a) Find a functional description of the capacitor voltage Vasa function of time t.

(10)

(b) Plot the function and the data on the same plot with labels and legend.

(5)

(c) Determine the quality of the curve by computing J, Sand r2 shown in the equation

(5)
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in (4)
m

i=l
m

i=l

r2 = 1- J

S

(4)

where m is the number of data points.
Question 5 (20 Marks)
The differential equation model for the RC circuit shown in Fig. 2 is given in (5). For
RC = O.ls, answer the following questions.

(5)
(a) Create a function for Va with the definition [vdot] = rccircuit(t, v), to solve
the differential equation for Vi = IV, va(O) = 0 and 0 :::; t :::; Is using ode solver
ode45. Plot Vo versus t and label the plot.

(10)

(b) Convert the differential equation model into a transfer function model (zero initial
conditions). Plot the linear simulation result with a 50Hz full wave rectified input
voltage Vi given by the equation in (6), where 0 :::; t :::; O.4s.

(10)

Vi

+

Isinwtl

(6)

R

Figure 2: RC circuit

Question 6 (20 Marks)
The model of a series RLC circuit is given in (7). The component values are; R = 5000,
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C
1fJP and L = 0.2H. The input is a voltage source v connected to the circuit and
the output is the capacitor voltage y .

.. R.
1
1
Y + L Y + LC Y = LC v

()

7

(a) Determine a state space representation of the RLC circuit model above, which would
be in the form shown in (8). Determine the matrices A, B, C and D.

x Ax+Bu
y= Cx+Du
(b) Using the state space model in part (a) above;
i. Plot the free or initial response of the system where y(O) = 1 and y(O)
ii. Plot the response where v is a square pulse of period O.Ols from 0 ~ t
where y(O) 2 and y(O) = O.

(5)

(8)
O.
0.02s

(5)
(5)

(c) Express the above system into continuous time transfer function form (zero initial
conditions). Generate a step response of the system. From the step response figure
determine:
1. Peak Response
ii. Settling Time
iii. Rise Time
IV. Steady State Value

(5)

~
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